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INTRODUCTI ON 
It is known that the number o~ temper carbon nodUles 
per un~t volume o~ m~1eab1e iron has an e~~ect on both the 
rate of anneal and on the resulting physical properties, but 
neither have been clearly worked out quantitatively. The 
purpose o~ this investigation is to ascertain the ef~ect or 
temper carbon nodule nwmber on certain or the physical ro-
perties o~ a comnerc1a1 ma11eab1e iron. 
Quantitative determinations of the errect o~ temper car-
bon nodule number would be essential ~rom a theoretical view-
point in working out the mechanism o~ grap~tization, and 
would be useful in commercial practice in showing the most 
des1.rab1e nodul.e count and matrix structure to have in order 
to produce optimum mechanical and physica1 properties. The 
metallurgical potentialities o~ malleable iron will not be 
r~ly realized until t~e graphite ~ormation during the an-
nealing cycle and tr.e resulting physical properties due to 
this ~ormation are fully understood and controlled. 
J.UU.LEABLE CAST IRON DEFINED 
The general term •ca st ~ron• includes grey irons, pig 
irons, white cast irons, chilled (white race) cast ~one, 
mal.leable irons, and the nel'r inoculated nodul.e irons. Cast 
irons are essentially alloys o~ iron, carbon, and silicon in 
which the carbon is present in excess of the amount which 
can be retained in solid solution in austenite at the eutec-
tic temperature. 
Grey iron -- Cast iron which contains a relatively larg e 
2 
percentage of its carbon .in the form or fl.ake or l.ame1l.ar 
graphi.te, and su.bs antia1.1y a11 or the remai.nder o'f the 
carbon in the rorm of euteotoid oarbi.de. 
Whi.te i.ron -- Cast iron 1.n which substantial.l.y a11 or the 
carbon i.s present i.n the form of i.ron carbide. 
Mal.1eabl.e iron - Essenti.al.l.y an al.l.oy of iron~ carbon and 
s1.11con, such that the •as cast" structure is whi.te i.ron, 
but after bei.ng cast is converted structurally by heat treat-
ment .into a matri.x of ferrite conta1n1.ng nodul.es or spheroi.ds 
of temper carbon, (graph1.te). 
Pear11tic ma11eabl.e 1.ron -- Dirrere according to the Ameri.can 
Society for Testing l~terial.s rrom standard mal.1eabl.e in that 
the matri.x contains varying amounts of pearlite replacing 
the ferrite. 
Graph1t1.o carbon (in a steel. matrix) i.e ordinaril.y di.s-
tr1.buted in two basic ways, the first as l.ame~ar or flake 
graph.1te, the second as nodules or spheroidal. graphlte. The 
basic f'orms may vary i.n si.ze, both fl.ake and nodule are found 
i.n a finel.y d1.v1.ded form referred to as (1.) supercool.ed, re-
ti.cul.ar, and dendriti.c. 
(1) Korrough, H. and Wil.l.i.ams, W.J., Graphite Formati.on in 
Cast Iron, Engineering, Aug. 8, 1.947, p. 1~. 
Tre optical. ani.sotropy or graph1 te fl.akes and nodu.l.es can be 
studied by the pol.ariz~g mi.croscope. ( 2 ) 
(2) Ibi.d. 
The col.or of a grap~te crysta1lite ~11 vary twice from l.1ght 
brown to bl.ack as the specimen is rotated through 360 degrees. 
Ow~ng to t h is refle p1eochro~sm it ~~s b een possible to show 
that many graph~te flakes have comple x needle-like structures 
interne~ly and are usually ggregates of interlacing crystals. 
Graphite spherulites consist of radially oriente crystallites 
growing from a comcon center ( 3 ), ( 4 ) fith the r adii of the 
( 3 ) Ibi.d. 
( 4 ) Strauss, H.E., Structure of Spherulites in Nodular Cast 
I r on, J. of leta1s, p . 249 , March 1951. 
nodules at (0001) direction normal to the bas al p lanes of 
g r aphite. Regardless of the basic form it has been rep orted 
tha t the unit cell crysta l structure is approximately similar. 
Gra hite ( 5 ) may be considered a matrix of two close ly re-
lat e d struct ures, Alpha and Beta. (See illustration 1, page 4.) 
(5) Owen, W.S. and Street, B.G., The Crysta l Structure of 
Graphite in Cast Iron, J . . of' the I r on and Steel I n st., 
p. 113, Feb. 1951. 
_h e a- r aphite structur e, s h own in Fig . la, in which t h e 
atoms are arranged in layers (within w ich they f'orm a r egular 
a ttern or h xagons) sucl that neighbor1n layers are dis-
placed, as shown in Fie. l b , and alternate l ayers lie directly 
benea t h each oth e r . Thi s struc t re c a n b e d escri e d in terms 
of a h e x agonal lattice, space 4 oup D6h, with f'our atoms in 
the unit cell. The dimensions of the unit cell are iven by 
0 0 
Trzebiato.sk i as a= 2.456 A., c = 6. 694 
Th e ~-graphite structure, in ~hie ~ t o laye· s are ar-
rang ed as in Fi . lb but t he next layer i s displaced by an 
equal amount in the opposite direction, as shown in Fig . lc, 
Fiji. 1 S tructu re  of x- and ;3-graphite. a x-graphite . 
b M ethod  o f  pack ing layers  in x -graphite . The 
first la y e r  is represented  by  heavy  lines, and the 
second la y e r  by thin lines. c Method o f packing 
layers  in d-graph ite . The  first la y e r  is represented 
by hea\ y l ines, the second by thin lines, and the 
third bv dotted  lines.
5 
the pattern bein"' repeated at every ~ourth J.ayer. ~:La stra.o..: 
ture can be described in texmi!J o-r a hexago:na1 latt:loe nth 
a uni.t oe11 o-L e1 · e l.ength o eqwll to 'i times that in the 
5 
al.pha-struature, aDd :11; has a space sroup D34 with uni:t cel.l. 0 0 
dimenei.ona a: 2.256 A. am o -: 10.044 A., containing s~x atome 
at oo-o:rd1Dates 0 0 o, ~ ~ O, 0 0 .:, ~! l., ~_g.&, .i •! • ~ J J J ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 0 
!rh:1e s1;.rRoture :le rea1J.7 rhombohed%&1., wi.th a c 3.636 A., 
a1pba • 39.49° • and the atoms at ~ (u u u) • where u • ,ff. !rhe 
-space group :La R3m. ~e parameter u cannot be determi.ned ex-
ao1;J.7, but the value o-r f was chosen beoauae i.t save plane 
hexagonal. rinse. 
Owen and Street present nim forms of graphite and their 







natural. graphite (Ceylon) 
h:l.-pur:lt7 :J.ron ( 0..81. a11o7) 
commero1a1 h:l.-phos sre7 ~n 
hi.-gz:-de grey i.ron (not inoou1ated) 
iron inoculated with SMZ 
(SMZ - ~ Si. and lin, Zr) 
ma1l.eab11zed whi.te ~on 
(fiake agsresate) 
ma11eab1:Lsed wh:.l:te :lron 
( sphexu11t1.o) 
. 
Ceri.um treated nodu1ar iron (1) 







!'rom 1;hi.s study, they have stated that -- the 0%7a1ia1 st:LUcture 
or &117 part1.cal.ar m:Loroscopi.o ;form 0~ gxaph:Lte :Ls independ-
ent o-r -the canpos~"t1.on and method o~ ma~aoture o~ the i.ron 
6 
the regularity of the packing of the atom layers in graphites 
occurring in :f1ake form is d i:tf'erent f'rom that in spherul.:1tic 
variety, the fiake having l.ess disordered st:r11ctures and 
more beta-structure than the spherul.itic; the graphite pre-
sent in iron a11oys does not contain any e1ement, other than 
carbon, in aey appreciable quantities. This l.ast statement 
1.s under debate at present both 1n the United States and in 
Eng1and. ( 6 } ( 7) 
(6) Schwartz, B.A., B1ackheart Ma11eab1e Iron, American 
Foundryman, p. 46, June 1949. 
(7) Morrough, H., op. cit., p. 2. 
The strength of sraphite bas been reported as being ap-
proximatel.y 2000 psi. (S) :It is :felt that the vol.umes occup-
(8) United states Atomo Energy Commission Paper, Shear and 
Tensile strength of Graphite Anodes, Cl.inton Lab. 
ied by graphite in the steel. matrix o~ both grey, me.1leab1e 
and noduJ.ar irons are stress concentrators (with reference to 
ma11eable and nodul.ar irons) (g), and p1anes o:f weakness 1n the 
(9) l'l.iml, R.A., (Private communication) unpub1ished mater:lal. 
from American Brake Shoe Research Laboratories. 
case o:f grey iron. The important function o-r the graphite is 
its shape, s:lze, and distribution, for it wil.1 be these prop-
erties that wU1 exert the greatest infl.uence upon the matr1.x 
etru.cture. 
Essent~al1y then, the scone or th1s 1nvest1gat~on ~11 
cove~ an attempt to pre-treat white cast iron to cause varia-
tion in the temper carbon nodUle number; ro11owed by subject-
ing this materia1 to a commero1a1 annea11ng treatment; and 
subsequent1y observing the resu1t1ng meta11ograph1c structure 
and phys1ca1 propert~es. 
The phys1ca1 and mec~nica1 properties to be 1nvest1gated 
are: Tens11e strength, Y1e1d strength, E1ongat1on, Reduct~on 
ot area, Br1ne11 hardness, Tukon hardness o~ matr~x structure, 
Charpy impact strength, and Coercive ~orca. 
7 
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REVIEW OF THE LITEBATURE 
In 1931 the American Society ror ~esting Mater~1s he1d 
a symposium on ma1leable iron castings. (1 0) At that time it 
was reported, that the average val.u.es o~ tensil.e strength, 
(10) Symposium on Mal.leabl.e Iron Castings, ASTM, Vol.. 31, 
P• 317, 19'31. 
yiel.d strength and e1ongat1on o~ ma1l.eab1e iron, determ:Lned 
:trom the resul.ts of twenty thous nd tests by seventeen inves-
tisators were as ~o11ows: 
~ens~e Strength 
Yi.el.d Strength 






~hese val.ues were ~or what is now considered standard ma1l.eable 
~on, or ma1l.eab1e iron produced by air furnace, open hearth 
or el.eotric ~uxnace process, or one o~ the duplexing processes. 
Today the ASTM bas set up standards on three main types 
o-r mal.1eab1e iron; standard ma11eab1e, cupola malleable, and 
pear11t1c mal.l.eab1e. Eaoh type has a di.s"tinct set of specif'i-
oa"ti.ons. 









CUPOLA MALLEABLE (ASTII A 197-47) 
~ens1.1e strength 
Y:l.eld strength 








PEARLITIC MALLEABLE (ASTM A 220-50T) 
!rype 
43010 48005 53004 60003 70002 
!r S (psi) 60,000 70,000 eo,ooo 80,000 90,000 
Y S (psi) 43,000 48,000 53,000 60,000 70,000 
El.ong. (%) 10 5 4 3 2 
BBlf 163- 179- 197- 1.97- 241-
207 228 241 241 285 
'The ASTM does not specify matrix st:ru.cture, or temper 
oarbon nodul.e number. Schwartz (l.l.), Schindl.er, and El.liott 
(11) Schwartz, H.A., Schindl.er, H.J., and El.liot , J.F., 
The Rel.ation ~ Carbon 1lodul.e Size and Tensil.e Frop-
erties o-r Ma11eab1e Cast Iron, Free. ASTM, Vol.. 39, 
P• 583, 1939. 
in 1938 were the ~~st to publish data re1at~ tensi1e 
artrength to temper carbon nodu1e count. In the:lr work 16 
tensile test bars were divided into :rour groups, each group 





was heated to 950 C (1742 F) for one hour, oil. 
quenched and drawn for about a ha1:t hour at 
500 c 
was s1m11ar1y heat treated except that the :1n-
1ti.al. temperature was 825 C (1515 F) 
was given no heat treatment, but was used as 
cast 
was IBCked 1.n a three inch pipe in pig 1.ron 
borings, heated ~or 26 days at 725 o, cooled to 
room temperature and heated for 22 days more at 
725 C, cooled to room temperature and heated 
25 days at 710 c. The interrupt:lons were made 
to permit micro examination of the specimens to 
learn the progress of graphitization. 
Groups A, B, and C were then g:Lven a commercial anneal. 
!he specimens were then turned to 0. 505 inches diameter with 
3/4 inch threaded ends. 
~he y:Le1d strength reported is the Johnson's e1astic 
9 
10 
limit, where the relation of strain to stress has become one 
and one · half times the initial relationship. 
Their result ·s were as follows: 
Gp. T S y s E1ong. RA Nodules per mm2 (:psi) (psi} <%> <%> per mm3 approx. 
A 53,940 29,000 16.5 14.2 40,686 200 
13 54,885 .27,325 11.9 9.7 28,456 
c 53,255 30,175 21.7 19.4 " 135 
D 56,550 37,375 21.3 20.8 30 5 or 6 
It appears that the tensile strength is practically not e:f-
i'ected by the distribution of the temper carbon except in 
the case of group D. Since, in order to produce very coarse 
nodules, the anneal was conducted entirely below the cri:ti-
oal point, it is barely possible, but not likely, that the 
difference is due to the heat treatment o:f the :ferrite • 
. Some hardness readings would have been helpful, but none ap-
pear in this paper. The elongation of the relatively coarse 
nodule iron is definitely higher than that containing the 
fine nodules. The reduction of area follows a similar rule. 
Schwartz's conclusions were: "The nodule size of the temper 
carbon has little effect on either the yield or tensile 
strengths of malleable iron as determined on machined speci-
mens. A decrease in nodule number from about 28,000 to 135 
per cubic mm. is accompanied by an important improvement in 
ductility. No s~ficient theor,y exists with regard to the 
- . 
PhYsical properties of heterogeneous mixtures to permit 
rational explanation. It is ~ortunate that so large a 
gap exists between the nodule numbers for groups B and c. 
-This is, due to the fact that -while . prequenching treatment 
w111 give very fine nodul.es (J.2) no method was known to us 
"ror insuring that the present metal. co~d be anneal.ed with 
ll 
(12) Schwartz, B.A., Johnson, H.H., and Junge, O.H., Graph-
itization of Prequenched White Iron, Trans ASM, Vol.. 
17, p. 383, 1930. 
a nodu1.e number of say 1.000 or 2000 per cubic mm. 11 
A :rurther check through the l.iterature avail.abl.e to the 
wr~ter yie1ds no further pub1ished Amer~oan work. 
There is however a Russian symposium by s. s. Sal.tykov (l.3) 
(13) Sal.tykov; s.s., Ro1e of Center of Graphitization in 
the Anneal.ing of Malleabl.e Iron, 1Yleta1l.urg., Vol.. 14, 
pp l.0-22, 1939. 
wh~oh considers the ~l.uence of the number o~ centers of 
graphitization (temper carbon nodul.es) upon the mechanical. 
properties of mal.l.eable iron. In this work the quenching 
medium is oil., and the resul.ts are reported as fol.l.ows: 
lfodul.es 
per mm2 











As a resul. t of' his work Sal tykov bel.ieves there must be an 
opt~ number of graphite particles between 120 and 1000 per 
square mm. , wh:l.ch wi11 yiel.d maximum physica1 properties. He 
a1so notes the increase in tensile strength with increase of 
temper carbon nodu1e count, a nd the corresponding decrease in 
e1ongation. It is al.so stated that the ~pact strength of 
these spec~ens did not differ to any noticeabl.e extent. 
Another reTiew article by M. Gabrie1 Jol.y (l.4) al.so con-
1.2 
(14) Jol.y, M. Gabriel., Centers of Crystallization of Carbon 
in the Annealing or Black Peart Yalleable Iron, Fon-
derie, p. 375, Nov. 1946. 
s~ders the influence or the number or centers o~ crystalliza-
tion (temper carbon nodul.e nwnbe-~) txpon the mechan1ca1 p r o-
perties. In Jol.yls series of tes~s one set or specimens was 
subjected to what he terms an oi1 temper near 930 C (171.0 F) 
before the anneal.. This resul. ted in specimens which he.d a 
temper carbon nodul.e ,count between 800 and 2000 per mm2 • An-
other set of specimens were annealed as cast, and contained 
between 20 and 40 temper carbon nodul.es per mm2. Each set of 
specimens was subjected to tension until. rupture. He then 
p1otted the el.ongation and tensile strengt~ values or the 
two series. (See gra~h 1., page 13, and graph 2, page 14.) 
From these braphe we may co~pare the rel.ative frequency o~ 
the el.ongation and tensil.e strengths val.ues for each series. 
It is evident that as the temper carbon nodul.e count increases, 
senera11Y the el.ongat~on decreases, and the tensile strength 
horeases. 
Jol.y found that the approxioate values were true-
NoduJ.e~ Tensile Strength El.ongation 
per mm (psi) (%) 
11.00 56.000 6 
600 52,600 1.0 
l.50 50,000 l.2.5 
He states: "It sroul.d be noted that one does not observe 
great variation in the mecl1anical oharaotel. .. istics when there 
~a a large variation in the number or tempe~ carbon nodules. 










800 to 2000 nodules 
per sq. 
13 
20 to 40 nodules 
per sq. mm. 
0~--------~--------~------------------------~---------------
0 2 4 6 
' 
- -- -
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Elongation (%) 
GRAPH 1 - Influence of the number of nodules 
per sq. mm. on the elongation of 
a malleable cast 1ron. 
lb 14 










per sq. mm. 
30 31 32 33 34 35 
Resistance to tension 
36 
800 to 2000 
nodules 




GRAPH 2 - Influ~nce of the number of nodules 
per sq. mm. on the resistance to 
tension (tensile strength) 
1.5 
a~ost the same mechanical propert~es." Jol.y cons~ders a 
mal.l.eabl.e iron with :from 60 to 140 centers o-r orysta11i.zat:lon 
carbon (temper ca:rbon nodul.e number) as one that w:L11 7:iel.d 
optimum mecban:1ca1 propert:ies. 
!rhe onl.y' other rererence ~ound was 1n A. Bal.tgren and 
o. Edstrom's articl.e on graphiti.zation o"r martensite (1 5), 
(15) Bul.tgren, A., aDd Edstrom, o., Graphit:1zat1on o-r Mar--
tensi.te on Heating, Jernlcontorets nna1er, Vol.. 26, 
P• 83, 1942. 
1n which i.t was noted that -- Tensil.e tests on prequenohed 
and ma11eabl.ized specimens showed a no:rma1 tensUe strenth, 
. 
bu1; poor e1ongat:1on (6-7%). The tens11e strength was l.ower 
:for a11o7ed irons than ~or un-al.loyed ttons. They gaTe no 
aata' or offered a~ explanation ~or thi.s statement. 
16 
DJ:SCUSBJ:OH OP PBESERr STUDY 
llaterial. Used: !l!ls mater.iaJ. 11sed was i.n the form of standard 
~ens:lon test specimens (as cast - 7 1/2a J..ong, 5/81 ~n the 
ama11est seot~on) as speci.fied .in the ASTK A-47-48, Standard 
Spec~:lcation for ma11eabl.e ~on casti.ngs, Section 5. 
~he bars were obtained from O~cago Hal.l.eabl.e Castings 
Oompany. Frank A. OzapslU, Ohi.ef Ketal.l.Ltrg.1st of the oomp&Jl7 
has rurnished the fo11o~ information concerning them. They 
were mol.ded 1n green sand, pattern faced with a :tine gre:ln 
SJDtheti.o sand to prod11ce a :tine s11r:tace filnsh on the test 
' bars. '!he mol.ds were poured from hand l.ad1es, taken from one 
BOO 1b. transfer ~ad1e. An aaaition of O.OOJ. f, B (Boron) vas 
made to this trans:ter l.adl.e. Their l.ab report of the ohem1-
oa1 ana1ys1s of the test bars is -






~he general. mel.ting procedure was as fol.l.ows: a I 7 
o~ola 11ned to 48 inches; then to a reverberatory hol.ding 
rurnaoe, ... :lred vi.th plll.veri.zed coal.. Average mel.ting rate 









7f, malleabl.e scrap or 
foundry pig 
6~ s1.l.very pig (l.5:C) 
50~ ~te ~on sprue 
38~ steel. scrap 
AD¥ de:tic1enoy or manganese content in charge :lsoom-
17 
pensated by the addition of Mn-Si briquettes. 
Approxim9te analysis of composite charge 









They try -to maintain the following chemistry range in 






!rhe annealing cyc:te used by Chicago Malleable Castings 
Company is --
36 hr. to 1600 F 
60 at 1600 F 
30 to 1280 - 1320 F 
24 at 1280 - ~320 F 
24 to 1150 F 
open at 1150 
174 hours tota1 
The anneal.ing furnaces are fired wi.th pulverized coal, 
and the castings are packed in gravel. It should be noted 
that this cycle is rather long, however, it is satisfactory 
for the heavy type of castings produced in this plant. 
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EXPERIMEBTAL Jdlft'HO:OO 
:It :1s known that the :fo11owJ.ng :factors (16 )to( 26) fd'f'eot the 
(16) Sa1t7koT, S.S., op. o~t., p. 11. 
(17) Jol.y, M. Gabrie1, op. o:Lt., p. 12. 
l18) Bul:tgren, A., and Edstrom, o., op. c:l:t., p. 15. 
(19) Schwartz, B.A., So1ved and Unso1ved Meta11urg:1ca1 
Prob1ems o~ Blaokbeart Ma.11eab1e :Iron, Proc. Inst. o-r 
Briti.sh PounclrJmen, paper # 897, 1947-48. 
( 20) Pa1mer, S. W. , The A.nnea b:l1ity o:f White Iron 1.n the 
llanld'acture o~ Malleab1e Iron, Foundey Trade Journal., 
P• 110, Oct. 9, 1947, P• 129, Oct. 16, 1947• 
( 21) lnsea, A. , am Lorig, C. B. , !rhe E:f~ects o~ Copper 
Content and Low !remperature Pretreatment ~ Some 
White Irons on Malleab1:1zat:Lon, ~rans. , APS, p. 1032, 
1943. 
(22) Palmer, s.w., ~e In:r1uence o:f Beating Bate :1n Ma1-
1eab1e Iron Annea11n8, Paper II 9:51, Proo. Inst. of 
Br1.t1.sh J'oundrymen, p. A-40, 1949. 
(2:5) Ball, B.G., Gxaphitization in the Ma1leab1e han Pro-
cess, Paper# 961, Proc. Inst. o~ Brtt1sh Foun~en, 
P• A-146, 1949. 
(24) Schwartz, B.A., Alloying Elements Ef:tect on ~ensil.e 
Properties of Malleable :Iron, Amer. Foundrymen 13, 
# 4, 130-3, 1948. 
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(25-) Simmons, o.w., Quenching Bate Versus Graphite Forma-
tion in Prequenohed White Cast :Iron, ASM prepr:Lnt # 29, 
1943. 
( 26) Oba~oto, Dr. M. , E:tfect of HeatUlg Rate on Graph:iti.za .. 
"ion of White Iron, Poundry, Peb. 1951. 
resul:t:t.ng temper carbon nodu1e number --
a - the basic chemistry and metallurgical. history o:t 
the pig iron used 
b - type of melting and ho1d~ ~urnaces 
o - superheati.ng of the white iron 
d - ddition of a1l.oyjng elements to the basi.o white 
iron 
e - basic chemical. composition of the white iron 
~ - rate of sol.idUication of the white iron 
g - thermal pretreatment bef'ore annealing 
h - cold work be~ore anne~~ 
~ - annea11ng atmosphere 
j - ~te of heating "to second stage holding temperature 
k - anneal.ing temperature 
:11; is evident that in our investigati.on the factors 
(a) 1ihroUSh ( -r) are constants, since the metal was poured 
rrom a single heat am ladl.e into identical mo1ds. !rhere :ls 
then a choi.ce of f'actors (g) through (k). ~these, the 
thermal. pretreatment , and mecbanica1 work before anneal.i.ng 
are the onl.y :factors that w111 a11ow a 1arge range of uni-
rorm temper carbon nodule variation. Mechan:Loal cold wo;d[ 
oauaes too much variation within the same specimen, the 
nodul.e count varying directly wi.th the stress concentration. 
Armea11ng atmosphere, rate of heating to second stage, and 
annealing temperature wi11 cause some variation in nodul.e 
count, but their main ef'~eot is in the variation of shape 
o~ the temper carbon nodule. 
Pre-treatment: Pourteen di:fferent therma1 t r eatments were 
se1ected. (See Tab1e A, page 21). The thermal treatments 
wi.ll be rder.red to as Groups 1 to 14, and wi11 consist of 
'three tensi1e test bars each. 
~~ therma1 treatments were se1ected as such, in an 
attempt to obtain temper carbon nodu:Le counts between 50 
and 1000 per mm2. 
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!rhe heat treatment was perf'ormed using a "Hayes E1ec-
tr1c G1o-bar i'urnace", temperature :tixed by a Bristo1 Con-
tro11er. During the heating the furnace was f'1ooded with com-
mer.c1a1 nitrogen to lessen the chance of s~ace oxidization 
r4 the test bars. 
11h:l,te :lron hardness readings: After the white iron bars were 
heat-treated, a fiat was ground on the 3/4 inch face. The 
p1eoe was then 1ight1y ground on the opponte side to remove 
a~ trace o~ g1aze that might have been caused by quenching. 
Rockwell C hardness readings were made on a11 bare. 
Ann@l;lng o:yo1e: White cast iron at room temperature consists 
o~ pear1ite and cementite. When white cast iron is heated 
above the (A1) critica1 point, pearlite changes to austentite, 
w~oh ~e capab1e o~ disso1ving increasing amounts o~ cementite 
at 1noreasUlg temperatures. For a de~inite temperature and 
"time, a saturation point 1.s reached , and the structure wi11 
consi.st o~ saturated austentite and :tree cementite. 
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TABLE A 
!rabl.e of thermal. treatments to which the test · ars were 










as cast (three bars each). 
heat to 800 P :Ln lead, hol.d ~or 16 hr. , air 
cool. 
heat to 1500 F, hol.d at temperature 15 min. , 
furnace coo1. 
heat to 1500 F, hold at temperature 15 min. , 
air cool.. 
heat to 1500 P, hol.d at temperature 15 min., 
quench in air stream. 
heat to 1500 F, hol.d at temperature 15 min., 
quench in water at 212 ~. 
heat to 150 ) F, hol.d at temperature 15 m:1n., 
quench in water at 120 P.. 
heat to 1500 F, hold at temperature 15 min. , 
quench in water at 65 :P. 
heat to 1500 P, hold at temperature 15 min. , 
quench in salt solution (llaCl - 10!') at 65 F. 
heat to 1700 P, hold at temperature 15 min., 
quench in water at 212 F. 
heat to 1600 F, hold at temperature 15 min. , 
quench in water at 212 F. 
heat to 1360 F, hol.d at temperature 15 min., 
quench in water at 21.2 P. 
heat to l200 F, hold at temperature l5 min. , 
quench in water at 212 F. 
heat to 1500 F, hold at temperature 15 min. , 
quenoh in oil at 70 li\. (Haughton il 2, soluble). 
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Assume a temperature of l. 700 F, the structure wi11 con-
sist of austenite and cementite, and as this temperature is 
maintained, cementite wil.1 dissolve in austen:Lte. Wh1l.e 
t!Us is go,ing on and before equilibrium is reaehed, the 1ess 
ao1ub1e carbon or rree graphite is be±ng precipitated from 
the austenite. As annea11ng cont:Lnues, more carbon is pre-
, cipitated f'rom the austeni.te as f'ree graphite, the nodu.J.es 
or which rapidly increase 1n size. 
Do.r:lng precipitation the austenite absorbs ~ree oemen-
ti:t;e to maintain i.ts saturation or equilibrium which :Ls oon-
tinua1l.y tending to be l.owered by the preoipi.tat:Lon of oar-
bon as graphite. This continual. precipitation of graphite 
and corresponding absorption of cementite, continues until. 
there is no free cementite 1eft. Equilibrium, for the temp-
erature chosen, bas been attained and the metal consists en-
tirel.y of saturated austenit~ and :free graphitic carbon. 
· :In theory there is no advantage in holding at this 
temperature (1700 :P) arter equil.i.brium is reached. Since 
austenite cannot ho1d as much carbon in solut:Lon at 1ower 
temperatures, it wU1 be necessary to 1ower the temperature 
bel.ow -1700 J' 1n order to precipitate more graphi.te. At the 
critical. range, around 1328 to 1333 l', austeni.te can hol.d 
in sol.ut:lon onl.7 about 0.6% graphitic carbon, the equiva-
l.ent of' about 9% cement:1te; where as just short o:f 2066°F 
austenite can d1.sso1ve 25.5~ cementite. Therefore the 
metal. :is allo~ed to oool. sl.owl.y to the A:l, (1.328 F approx-
1mate1y) graph:1t:Lc carbon being progressive~ precipitated 
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on to the existing nodules, and the austenite becoming lower 
and lower in carbon content. At just below the A1 , roughly 
0. 6% carbon remains in the solution of austenite, the re-
mainder of the carbon being present as graphite nodules. If 
the temperature is dropped too fast at this stage the 0.6% 
carbon is retained in the metal as pearlite. However, if' 
the metal is held for some t~e a t 1325 and to 1330 F, then 
allowed to cool. slowly to approximately 1250 F most of the 
eutectoid carbon will precipitate as graphite, and a matrix 
structure of ferrite will result. 
For this investigation the annealing cycle will be di-






heat up period to annealing temperature 
holding temperature 
slow cool to 1330 F (10 F/hr.) 
hold at 1325 to 1333 F 
cooling to room temperature 
In order to ascertain the time :for stages one and two, 
dilatometric studies were made on two inch specimens cut from 
the 3/4 inch section of a -test bar from groups 3 and 9. 
Group 3 being the annealed specimens, and group 9 the salt 
solution quench at room temperature. These groups should 
represent the extremities in anneal.ing rates. 
The basis for these studies is that as the cementite or 
a white iron decomposes during graphitizati.on, an expansion · 
of the white iron occurs. This expansion is caused by the 
graphite, having relatively low density, making room for 
itself in a metallic matrix of considerably higher density. ( 27) 
(27) Pa1mer, s.w. t !rhe Anneab:l11ty o-r White Iron in the 
Manu:taoture of: Ma11eable Iron. op. oi.t. p. 18. 
As a resul.t of these tests conducted at 1700 P :lt was 
:found tbat the test bar :trom group three required su hours 
to reach a per:iod o~ stabl.e size , and the one from sroup 
nine required three hours. (See graphs Bo. 3 and 4, pages 
25 and 26.) 
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~e third and :tourth stages have somewhat been standard-
ised 1d.th1n the industry. !rile American :Ma11eab1e Iron hand-
book recommends a rate of 10 ~ per hour or less. 
After the temperature is below the A1 the rate of cool-
ing is o1: no consequence. Hence stage five is variable. 
!fhe annealing cycle used in this investigation is pre-
sented :Ln graph:ic ::rorm (see graph Bo. 5, page 27) and :l.s as 
:to11ows: 
10 hrs. to 1700 ~ 
20 hrs. at 1700 P 
2 brs. to 1400 ~ 
6 hrs. to 1340 F 
6 hrs. at 1340 F 
6 bra. to 1275 F 
open furnace and cool to room temperature 
50 hrs. 
Du.e to the small cross section o-r the specimens, and the 
1700 ~ annealing temperature it is believed the specimens 
wUl. fU1ly anneal in this time period. Mr. Czapsk:l. of 
Chicago Jla11eabl.e was oonsu1ted concerning th:ls matter and 
believed that the 50 hour oyc1e wi1l. probably compl.ete].y 
graphitize the structure of the test bars. 
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GRAPH 3 - Lilatometric study of 1st and 2na stage 
graphitization of test specimen from 
Group 3 
Temperature 1700 F 
Ttme to study state 6 hours. 
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GRAPH 4 - D1latometric study of 1st and 2nd stage 
graph1t1zation of test specimen from 
Group 9 
Tempera ture 1700 F 








GRAPH 5 - Anneoling Cycle 
2 hrs. 








'fhe a"lneal.ing was oarri.ed out i.n a vacuum o"r 30 to 50 
microns "ror two reasons. Tre first in order to e1~~ate it 
possib1e any oY1dizat:1on of the speoi.mens that might cause 
surraoe de~ects, and ~enoe 1ns~~gate error in the tene11e 
test. The second beca~se it has been reported, ( 28) the most 
(28) Controlled Atmosphere Anneal.:1ng of Mal.l.eable Iron, Re-
port o~ the .AFS Mal.l.eab1e D1. v. Sub-Commi. ttee, AFS Pre-
print, No. 45-49~ 1949. 
rap~d annea1ing or ma11eab1e 1ron takes p1aoe 1.n vao~um. 
The annea1ing furnace was one designed and constructed 
at H1sso~r1. Schoo1 of l~nes. Temperature was controlled by 
a 1fhee1co Oapacitrol and cal.i.brated - thermo coup1es. Tl:e 
vacuum was ~ntained by a ICinney Hi Vacuum oU pump :Ln ser-
ies ~th a vacuum dif~usion pump made by the Nat1ona1 Research 
Oorporatj.on. The rel.ative vacuum vas measured by a Theroo-
coup1e Gage Control made by the Vacuum Engr. Div. o~ National. 
Besearoh Coroorati.on. 
Tena11e Tests: The tens11e tests were conducted on two mach-
ines: a Ti.niue 01sen Un1.versa1 Hydrau11c Testi.ng machine, 
uei.ng the 30,000 1b. r2.11ge, ani a Southwark-Te.te-Exaery 
20,000 l.b. capacity hydraulic testing maolU.ne. Be~ore use, 
each machine was oa11brated ~th a Morehouse el.asti.c proving 
rj.ng. 
As recommended ~ ASTM standard A 47-47 a stress proauo-
j.ng an el.ongat~on under 1oad of 0.01 1nches over the gage 
1ength of 2 inches was considered the yie1d poi.nt. 
~o measare t~s e1ongat~on, the Moore Ex~ensometer (a 
d1a1 type strain gage ucing a 2 inch gage 1ength ~th a 5-1 
magn~f1oat~on) wa s used. It is capab1e of recording strain 
~ the order of 0.0002 ~ches per 2 inch gage 1ength. On 
several specimens (oo, 8o 6 12b) a stress-strain curve was 
recorded using a Temp1in type - o.s. Peters e1ectr~ca1 ex-
tensometer, and a Temp1in recorder Type TA-1. (See graphs 
Ro.~ 7, 8, 9, pages 30, 31 and 32.) 
, D~vision of Bars: One representative test bar from each 
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-test group was sectioned in order to obtain specimens for met-
al.1ographio examination, obarpy i.cpact and coercive f'orce 
tests. 
OharpY J:mpact: A Tini.us 01sen Impact test~ng machine was 
used. Oharpy impact specimens were machmed :from the 3/4 
inch diameter grip ends of' the tensi1e test bars. The speci-
mens were machined fo1lotdng the ASTM standard E 23-47r, 
seoti.on 9. Simp1e beam ~pact spec~ens were used, emp1oy-
1ng the "keyho1e• notch. 
Ooerc~ve Force: Coercive :force specimens were machined :from 
the 5/8 inch section o:r the test bar, as c1ose as poss~b1e 
to the break. Ooerci.ve :force readings were taken on a Model. 
2 Ooero~eter as described by v. H. GottschaLk. ( 29 ) 
(29) Gottsoha1k, V.H., Deve1opment and App1icat1on of the 
Coercimeter, Bureau of' 1(1nee Report of Investigation, 
I 3400. 
Bri.nell. Hardness: Th.e Bri.nel.l. hardness read1n-s were taken 
on a standard Tin~us Ol.sen cachi.ne. 
"Kicro-llardness: Micro-hardness readings were taken using 
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Model LR !Ukon Hardness Tester ~th a V~okers d~ond ind-
enter. 
Metallograph1c speo~ens: ~e metallograph~o specimens 
'' 
were cut as close as pas sible to the ~ace of the break. One 
bar was also sectioned lengthwise. A :tlat surface was pre-
pared on an eme%7 wheel, and polishing was aooompl.isbed nth 
standard papers and diamond dust. (See Appendix for Methods). 
Jlo4ule Count: The nodule counts were made at 50X, and are 
the average of four areas a11 td.thin 1/8 inch ar center of 
each bar. This was done in order to eliminate the error in 
counting areas that uay have ox:1d1sed, hence contain less car-
bon. 
Chemioa1 Anal.vsisl The chem1C91 analysis for combined and 
~ree carbon were peri'ormed by the :rrank L. Orebaugh Compaey 
laboratories. 
EXPERIMENTAL :CATA 
A summation o~ the resul.ts from a11 experimenta1 tests 
w111 be found in Master Table B, page 35. 
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57,000 5 0.10 
60,600 40-60 30-40 0.57 
58,000 20-40 15 0.05 
62,000 20-40 30-40 0.90 
55,800 40-60 0 0.06 





55,000 40-60 5 0.55 
57,500 20-40 5 
60,000 20-40 30-40 0.07 
55,500 40-60 30-40 0.09 




































2.04 2.94. - 2.83 
. 2.38 4.29 4. 07 
1.81 4. 29 4. 07 
2.94 4. 41 . 
1. 53 
2. 94 3.62 2.05 
2.94 2.89 
3.17 4.29 2. 94 
2.21 3.25 
2.26 3.62 
4. 18 4. 18 
2.32 3. 73 3-45 





































DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Before considering the specific results ~or each group, 
some general exp1anation of several of th tests is worth-
wh11e. 
· Thermal nre-treatment: The thermal treatments Which comprise 
groups 1 to 14 (see Graph 4), were se~ected to investigate 
spec~fic obeervetions reported in the litera ture. 
Group 1, in the 1 as cast• condition, is considered as 
unity, or a basis for the other pre-treatments. 
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Group 2, the eooo F re~ief treatment, was se~eoted to i 1-
lustrate the phenomenon reported by Palmer, (30) Hall, (31) 
and Hultgren and Edstrom (32). Slow heating through, or 
(30) Palmer, S.W., op. cit., p. 24. 
(31) Hall, H.G., Malleable Cast Iron, Proc. Inet. of British 
Foundrymen, 1946-47. 
(32) Hultgren, A. end Edstrom, 0., op. cit., p. 15. 
pre-treatment ~t~n the temperature range of 700 to 1050 F 
~~1 increase the number of temper carbon nodules resulting 
from the annealing. This is an unique method, for all other 
pre-trea tments add energy to the system (cold work, quench-
ing, alloy additions) while this method is believed to re-
lieve the solidification stresses set up in the casting on 
freezing. The Brit~sh Cast Iron Research Ass ociation is now 
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working in this field , but as yet bave published no data con-
cerning it. 
Groups 3, 4, am 5 were included to obserYe the ~f'ect or 
air quenching on nodule count. Scott ( '') has investigated 
( 33) Scott , Boward , Quenching Med 1a , !hans. ASK 22 , p. 577 , 
1934. 
the lise o~ a:Lr as a quenching medium, and reports cooling 
:rates with re:terenoe to water at 65 P :trom • 018 to o. 7 at 
1330 ~. !rhis method :Ls perhaps important 1n that air stream 
quench1Dg ooul.d readil7 be applied to commercial :tound%7 pxao-
t:Loe. 
Groups 6, 7, e, and 9 were used because it is possible, 
using water at a known temperature, to asoerta:ln the quench-
ins rate, or cooling power o-r the solutions relative to tbat 
o:t water at 65 P. (The cooling rate o:t water at 65 F is 
considered as unit7, and is 3260 F per second tbroush the 
range :from 13'0 to 1020 P.) Using water at 65 P as unity, 
the relative oool.ing rate o-r Gp. 6 (water at 212 F) is 0.044, 
Gp. 7 (water at 120 F) is 0.17, Gp. 8 unity, Gp. 9 (J.O% 
B&Cl solution at 65 P) 2.0. 
Groups ·10, 11, 12 and 13 demonstrated the d:teot of var-
iation o:t quenching temperature upon the subsequent nodule 
count. The quenching medium used was water at 212 "· 
Group 14, the oil quench was included to note ~ possi-
ble di:f:terence ~ qmenching media upon the physical properties 
o'f the resulting malleable ireD. Bul.tgrmand Edstrom (34) 
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(34) Hultgren, A., and Edstrom, 0., op. cit., p. 1 5 . 
studie~ the effect of pre-quench treatments of white iron in 
different media, usi ng water, o11, liquid air, molten lead-
tin, and molten lead. They concluded the presence or ome 
~artensite in the pre-quenched structure was a necessary con-
dition tor the pre-quench treatment to have any effect. 
If the relative ~Ardness of the pre-treated bars used 
in this investigation, is i ndicative of the amount ot marten-
site present, it is noted tlLet the P~rdness of the "aa cast 0 bars 
was 38-40 Rc. Pre-treatment resulted in a hardness range 
from 32 to 67 Rc, with gaps at 44-50 and 55-62. SLmmons (35) 
(35) Simmons, O.W., Quenching Rate Versus Graphite Formation 
in Prequenched White Cast Iron, Trans. ABM 32, p. 255, 
1944. 
pe~formed a unique experiment ~ 1943, a White cast iron cy-
linder ~eated to 1635 F, was subjected to a quench with a 
stream of water at 75 F di rected against a ground end 
in a manner follow~g the procedure employed for the end-
auench r~denability test. The cylinder was then secti oned 
long~tudinally, hardness readings taken, and the flat sec-
tion prepared for metallographi~ eYamination. It was found 
that -- a Rockwell hardn~ss of 57 Rc or more attained by a 
cooling rate of more t han 240 F pwer second at 1300 F was 
necessary to give martensite w ch annealed into a structure 
having a very fine prequenced type of graphite. In a co&-
parative1y narrow cooling range of 170 to 130 F per second 
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at 1300 I, Rookwel.1 C hardness values of 56 to 54 respective-
l.y were obtained. The martensite :tormed in this :r:ange i.s 
interspersed with a constituent appearing to be :fine pearl.-
:Lte and the resu1ting graphite changes :from the very ~1ne 
pre-quenched type, to a variety that closely resembl.es that 
found in ordinary mall.eabl.e iron, though somewhat :finer and 
more numerous. As slower cooling rates are reached, the 
:Lnorease in the graphite sise is sradual. 
The hardness of the white iron in Simmons investigation 
was 44 Rc. From his work it may be deduced that a hardness 
increase of 13 points Ro is necessary for very fine nodules. 
In the groups considered in this inYestigation llumbers 7, 8, 
and 9 have this hardness increment. If Tabl.e B is consuJ.ted 
it can be seen that these groups have very :fine nodules. ~o 
cause a de:finite increase 1n nodule count, a hardness in-
crease o-L 10 points Rc is needed, numbers 6, l.O, ll and 14 
woul.d :tall into this class. If ~bl.e B is asain consulted 
it will be seen that these groups do have an increased nodule 
count. 
OriB1na1 and :Pinal Diameters: ~e measurement of the dia-
meters o:f the bars present the usual. dU:ficulties. They were 
in the •as oast• condition, and due to commercial casting 
tec~ques none were per:tectly oyl~drioal. ~he variations 
1n diameters were as great as 0.020 inches. In each case 
an attempt was made to select a mean diameter, but it is be-
lieved that the accuracy is no greater than plus or minus 
0.005 inches in any bar. This wU1 cause a possibility o:t 
error in the yield point, and tensile strengths of plus or 
minus 1000 psi. 
Reduction of area: The reduction o"L area of 11as cast" bars 
has little meaning in that if the bars are out of :round be-
fore the tensile test, after the test their form is el11ps-
oidal. 
The American "1al1eab1e Iron Handbook indicates that 
malleable iron does not tend to •neck11 in breaking, but rather 
stretch along the entire gage length. This statement has 
been confirmed in this investigation. Reduction of Area is 
given as a relative value. 
Yield Point: The (ASTin) Standa%'0 Specification for lvlalleable 
Iron Castings, A47-48. states in section 4b; •The yield 
point may be determined by the drop of the beam or halt in 
the gage of the testing machine, or by dividers method. If 
determined by the dividers method, the stress producing an 
elongation under load of 0.01 inch over the gage length of 2 
inches shall be taken as the yield point value. 
There is no nyield point'' in mal] eable iron if the ASTM 
definition of yie1d point is considered, i.e., there is no 
marked increase ~ stra~ without an increase ~ stress. 
In conoucting the tensile tests for this investigation, no 
test bar exhibited a yield point. See (Graphs 6, 7, and 8, 
pages 29a, 30, 31) and also (Graph 9, page 32.) In Graph 
9 the solid 1ine marked (AST14 47-47) indicates the value 
actually used in each test to obtain the yield point. Note 
it is not the true yield value. The closest definition to 
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1;h1s value 1a possible •yield strength", the stress at which 
a material emibits a speoUied limiting pe11D8nent se-t • 
(dashed l.ine marked ASBl EB-49). BoweYer, this also would 
not ~e str1ct}7 true in tbat the method used in the "tests 
shows an el.oll88t1on untler 1oad, with no re~erenoe to peruan-
en1; ee-t. 
R. D. liaMcm ' 36 ) reports tbe 8 T1eld Po1n1; 11 mi.sbt better 
(36) Landon, R.D., Streas-strain Rel.ations -ror llalleabl.e 
Cast Iron 1n 2ension n-th Speo:l.al. A:t;1;eution to Y:lel.cl 
Point Determinations, Proo., ASB, Vol.. 40, p. 849, 
1940. 
be· expressed as a percentage o-r -the ultimate artreea ~ue, 
ra-ther tban a "rixed Wl1ue. Be al.eo proposes •Proo"r st;reaa• 
be used ~or -the stress to be equalled or exceeded at a de"r1-
D1te, measured e1oDS&tion. His work al.so considers the -ra~ 
1;hat "there was no drop o"r the beam o-r "the 'testiDS machine, 
or dip 1n the nreee strain dias:mm. 
Qmph (9): G.raP,b 9 (pase 3.2) is presented to indicate the 
' . 
·close Sliliiil8t%7 o-r l.oad st~in ourYes, one produced b7 "the 
. . 
~emplin Beooider, aDd the other with YB1ues g:l.ven b7 the Moore 
~enaoaeter. 
~on Bardpese: Where eYer possible the hardness 'YBl.uee 1;aken 
w re -rar siDsJ.e sr&irle• lt the 81'&1n sise was V8r7 "riDe, an 
attempt was made to pr03eot the point o-r the Vickers d1amoDd 
inden-tor 1n the center o-r a sra1n, aDd nat in a grain bound-
&r7• 2he "YBl.ues presented :1n ~ble B are aYerase •1uee -ror 
each specimen tened. Depending on 'the se1eation ~ srainll, 
and the posi-tion OYer ihe oroas aecrtion O"r the 8pe01men, j.'t 
•• poee1ble to obtain a hamneee wartation c4 30 po1n1;a on 
the Tiokera aoaJ.e. lloweYer, b7 ~ ee1e~1on t1 azeae, 
1;he bar4Deaa ftJ.uee ooald be beld 1;o a plus o~ m1npe 5 
po~a per epeo~ ... Qra1n ori.8Jita"'1on 1a bel1~ ~be 
, 
the oaue o~ this ftfta1;10D. Speoimella 6b, aD4 12a w1ll 
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aezTe 1;o 111118'b:a1;e -.be enzemea 1D .._1; 1;he aTezap Yickere 
lardneaa ~or ( 6b) 1a 140, ba a read1Ds ~ 11 Vickers ooa14 
be ~oaDCl U larse •1Dsl• sraiu weze aeleot;ed. Specimen 
(12a) also em1b11;ed this 1n tJa-. 1ihe anmse ba~e•e •• 
apin 130 1;o 140 Viob:re, bu1; read1JI88 ~ 73.3 Viobre hazd-
nee• were reooraea. 
~ harc!neee wluee ~or aspeo1meu 1, 8, 8D4 9 are a ocm-
promiee 1D tba1; "he7 represen-t; "t;he Jazdneae or 1;he ~er.r11;e 
aDd szapb11;e oomb1Decl. !be sm1Da were eo aDBll., and 1;he szaph-
11;e :f:lne~ diepersecl, 1iha1i no area ooa1d be ~ouad 11here •he 
hazdDeae ~ one o~11aem ooald be 1iaken eepaze:t;~. I-Ii 
. 
1a ~e11; 1;1a1; 1;he har4Deea ~ 1;he ~erri:te. -· lll*oh szea1;er 
"tlan 18 aotaa1J.7 repree.nect. 
~!MQ.t ftDPGhl SpeoimeDS Dlllllber 5a, 7o, aDd 8b broke n 
1;he szi.p ends , howe..er 11i tae possible "to n-sriP •o. 5a aD4 
pall 11; "'o zaphn. J11ozo-epm1na-.1on ~ 1;he po118be4 hao-
ture aw "the sr1p end o:f 7o 1D41aatecl a 88Y8Jit 4eDdr11;:1o srow~ 
. 
pJ:O~eo1;1Ds :frcm 1;he oanms .... m-.o .1;he oener O'f 1;he bar. 
Specimen •o •. 8b broke ..,. 1;he sriP eD4 UDder 59, 200 pa1, DO 
4~eo1; 1D 1;be :fzacmu.. 
SpeoimeDs rmmber 7a, 7b, go, 14& anc1 14b reTeal.ect. a pe-
oa1:1ar :fzaoWft, 1n ~ * cmtr-all. :h:&Gtare was sre7, bu1; 
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at one s:1de startins at the outer edge o~ the f1'Bcture a dark 
cirol.e was generated. !rb:1s could poss:1bl.7 indicate a sur.tace 
d~eot, non-paral.l.el sriPPins ~ the bar, or segregat1.on o~ 
the base me1ial.. 
Spec:lmens number Sa, So, and 9b exhibited what is be11eved 
to be a DD]:tl-stress :traoture due to the water quenching. U-
temate d&J!k and 11ght rillgs radiated :trom the center o:t the 
~raoture. ~e center was light sre7 to aU ver7, next came a 
darlt ring, ~ollowed by another ligbt grey area continued to the 
outer ea:ge o~ the h-aoture. 
It is known, (37) water quenched stee1s are under high 
(37) ~e ASM Meta1s Handbook, p. 616 • 
. 
compressive stress at "the eur.faoe, and tension in the core, 
ohiefi7 because the densi.t7 o:t martensite :l.s l.ess than that o:t 
pearlite. Such st;resses, however, are not dangerous and mq 
eTen be ben~ic:lal w a steel. tt the oore :Is sound and tt no 
bo1es brins a sur.face into the tens:Lon sone. (Cracks ooour 
UDder tens1.ona1 s1iress onl.7.) Since cracks occur UDder ten-
sional. stress onl.7, and DB11eabl.e iron bas ma~q teDJ.Per oar-
bon nodul.es, (holes) throushwt the cross section, i.t is be-
lieve severe water quencbiDS ma7 cause some minute cracks 
either durins the g.u.enoh, or 1n the :firat stage o:t the an-
neal.ing 07cle be:tore the bar baa undergone canpl.ete recoTe%7 
~rom the stressed concU:tion. I:t the specimen were sub~eoted 
to tension at a s1ow rate these m1mrte oracles wou1d have 
t me 1;o grow and weaken the p:l.eoe OOD81derab}7 • Al.so durins 
tbis s1ov rate o-r tene1.on, work hardening due to the temper 
carbon noda1e, (ho1e) aot1ng as a stress concentrator coUld 
erreat tba piece more than at a raster rate. Ir groups a 
and 9 are considered th1s may be s11bstantiated by the :tact 
tha:t specimens Sa, eo &D4 9b were pul.J.ed at a very s1ov-rate 
1f1.th etra1n gages attached. (See Graph Bo. 8, p1ge e51). 
Speo1men number So broke short1y a~ter the yield strength vas 
reached as ver1r1ed bJ' the ~emp11n recorded p1o't o:t th!.s speci-
men. Specblen nwnber 9b a1so broke ae the 7ie1d e'trength was 
reached. lfhese specimens ooal.d w11ih8tand the eJ.aetio de:forma-
t1.on, however when in the p1aetio range, the overall hardnea•, 
d11e to work harde!Ung, preaented a brittle materla1, 1ihrough 
1fh1oh the quenohlng cracks oolll.d extend more eae11y than the7 
oolll.d 'through a d11ot11e materJ.al. henoe ru;pt~~re ooourred pre-
ma1iure17. 
Xt ehoald be noted here that grou.p 1• epeo1mene a1eo 
r11ptared prema1iare1,-, hoveTer in thie oaae 1.1i 3.s bel.1eved the 
1oea o:f strength was due to a dendritic groqp~ o:f the ~e.per 
carbon no4a1ea rormlng erreot1.ve17 ~aa1 dendritic stringers 
o:t graphite. ~he etreeees that deTel.op 1n oU q11enchS.ng are 
l.over thaD the ree1daa1 •tresses resul.t1Dg trom water, bll" 
aangerows beoau•e the rea1.dlle1 •tresses 1.11 o11. qu.enohed mat-
er1a1 are ueaa11J' tenllloD&l •" the •ar:taoe, and oompreseJ.Te 
at the core. Specimen• 1~ and 1Q» rractarea have poss1b1e 
de:teots ra41at1ng :trom the eur:faoe. 
Ron-Bomogeneltz or Oert~ ~eat Bare: It appeared that ae-
sregatlon o:t the ba•lo 1fh1te out irOn d~arlng •o1J.dl:t1.oatJ.on m&J' 
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haTe taken place in several test bars. 
Specimen 14c broke at a tensUe strength of 54,500 ps:L 
wi.th an e1ongation o-r 8.5~. Micro-examination of the po~ished 
rupture showed :tine nodu1es, grouped in a dendritic pattern, 
w:lth a matrix of ~errite. Chemioal anal.ysis o-r a ooerciYe 
-rorce speo:lmen taken tdthin 0. 5 inches of the break indicated 
0.04% combined carbon. An impact specimen, talten :from one of 
the 3/4 inch grip ends, broke at 15.5 ft. lbs., too high a 
value for malleable iron. A pol.1shed and etched a~aoe of 
the impact specimen indicated a m:Lorostruoture of white iron 
(pearlite and cementite). !he other 3/4 inch grip end of 
"test bar ~4c was then pol.1.shed and etched, and exhibited a 
normal malleable structure simUar 1;o the photo-udorosraph 
near the point ~ rupture. 
Specimen 5b was reported as having o. 9% combined oar-
bon, equiva~ent to aPProximately ~00~ pearl:Lte p~us 2. 5~ 
cementite. lr1eta1lograph:1c examinat:lon o-r a sample "taken wi"th-
1n o. 5 inches o~ this spot indicated at the maximum 30 to 40~ 
pearlite, and no cementite. 
Coaro1Ye Poroe: Coercive force is the strength of a masne-
tio ~iel.d required to reduce the Jr&gnet:Lmti.on c1 a specimen 
to sero. Graph1oa1ly it is "the negatiTe 1n1;ercept al..oq ... 'the 
(x) axis o~ a ~steresis curve. l'lvsica11y it is the energ 
required to cause comp1e-te de-masnetisation o-r a crystal la t-
tioe. Since 11; is a :fUnction o~ the type of atom, and the 
atomic ~ement, then lattice strain, and non-metal~io 
inoluaiona should be :factors that wou1d af:teot the ao"tua1 
coercive ~orce va1ues. 
Dr. Epp1eshe1mer suggested this property cou1d possib~ 
be used to measure the nodUle size and distr:Lbut:Lon, and the 
internal. stress 1n each test bar. In order to test this 
poesibl.e rel.ationship, two separate test specimens were cu"t 
~rom a representatiTe test bar :from each group. One speci-
DJin was taken near the fracture in the 5/8 :Lnoh sect:Lon, and 
the other :from the 3/4 inch grip ends. 
CoerciTe :toroe values were obtained ~m each set in 
the s-tressed (or as pull.ed) condition, then each set was re-
lieTed at 1200 ~ :tor :tomr hours and allowed to cool to room 
temperaturt\ in 12 additional hours. Coercive :torce readings 
were again obtained. These readings are tabU1ated in hble 
B. !rbe l.1st1Dg 1ncl.udes both the stressed end rel.ieYed va1-
ues :tor both the 5/8 inch and J/4 inch sections. !rh:Ls data 
is al.so presented graph1cal}7 ( Gxaphs 10, 11, 12, ,.. nd 13, 
pases 47, 48, 49 and 50). 
Graph ITo. 101 Graph Bo. 10 presents the relationship be-
tween tensile strensth and coercive :torce. Specimens taken 
:from the 5/8 inch section o:t the tensile test bars, as near 
as possible to the break. !he plot with the h:LS}ler coeroi'Ye 
force readings (solid line and dots) represents the hisbl7 
stressed condit:lon o-f the bars as palled. !rhe plot to "the 
l.e:tt , hence lower ooeroi ve force readings are the same 
specimens a1'ter being sub~ected to a e"tress rel.iev:Lng treat-
ment. 
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Nodule count -vs- Coercive 
Force 
5/8" section (relieved) 
xx (x.xx)-- specime~ number 




• 5 (1. 56) 
4 (2. 50) 
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and rel.ieTed specimens it is possible to ascertain ~ the 
origiDal. test bar ruptured at a maximwD stress, or 1:r a 
de~eot in the bar caused prematuxe rupture at,a l.ower stress. 
It should be noted that the rel.id treatment af~ected the 
hisbl7 stressed bars to a greater extent tban the bars that 
broke at a l.ower stress concentration ('tensile strensth) • 
. 
BoweYer, the ef:fect 1s proportional. to the stressed con4i1;1on. 
U !rable B is consulted :for the chemicsl analysis o~ the 
coercive ~oroe specimens, it is noted, Specimens 3, 5, 10, 
and ll contain considerable amounts or combined carbon, and 
the :free carbon varies :trom 1.89 to 2.54%. !rhis shou1d in-
dicate tbat the matrix struature ·and the nodu1e size or num-
ber do not eUeot the relationship 1n the stressed or rel-
ieved condition. 
It is :felt tbat the correlation between tensile strength 
and coercive ~oroe, for the mal.leable iron test bars used 1n 
this experiment, is of a h18h order. 
Graph Bo. 11: ~e stress rel.i!red specimens o:f Graph 10 were 
polished, and subseCilent nodul.e counts taken o:f the cross sec-
tion. (In each sped.. men the nodule count was taken at the 
center). Graph 11 presents the relationahi.p between !remper 
carbon, BOduJ.e Iumber yersus Coercive ~oroe val.ues • 
. , 
Prom this plot it ma;r be seen that there appeared to ex-
1st a de:finite relationship between the nodU1e count, and 
coercive :toroe. Chemical analysis o-r the ooeroive ~oroe spec-
imens ~or :tree and combined carbon reveal.s Specimens 10, 11, · 
and 5 (tbat appear to be out o:t place) each have low ·:tree oar-
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bon, 1..89%, 2.17%, and 1.56% respectivel.y. It is fel.t that 
this lower free carbon content d efinitel.y ef':fects this rel.at1on-
ah1.p. Hence these three vr1ues were disregarded. 
Graph Bo. 12 and 13: Graphs Bo. 12 and 13 were attempts to 
rel.ate the temper oarbon nodul.e number with coercive force. 
~he coercive :force specimens :for these graphs were taken f:rom 
one of the 3/4 inch grip ends of the same test ba rs as plot-
ted in graphs 10 and 11. 
Graph 12 is a plot o~ the temper ca~bon nodule uamber 
versus the coercive force of specimens, :trom the 3/4 inch grip 
end sections, in the •as pulled" comition. These specimens 
should not have been subjected to any stress 1n the terS.le 
machine. 
With the exception o:f specimens l.O, 11, and 4 a correl.a-
tion asain was noted, however in this oase the re1at1onship 
was o:f a higher degree, indicating ' B third variabl.e might be 
involved. ftlis coUld have possibly been either residual. stress, 
varying :free carbon, or segregation of the matrix structure. 
If an arbitrary straight line is drawn through the plotted 
values 1n an attempt to produce a mean function, it is :found: 
the slope o:f this line (dash l.ine on graph) is such t~t 1 
oersted (coercive :force) equals 75 nodules. !his cl.osel7 :fol-
lows the origiml re11eTed rel.ationship (Graph 11) which bas 
a sl.ope of 1 oersted equal.s 70 nodules. 
Graph 13 , represents the same specimens as Gr- ph 12 , but 
in this case the specimens were subjected to a stress re11ef 
treatment 1n an attempt to simplify the curve, and possibly 
el~ate the t~rd function. The results were inconclusive, 
and tended to complicate the rel.ationshi.p further. An arbi-
trary straight line drawn through the points gave a slope of 
1 oersted equals 65 nodules, however this has little meaning 
in that the poi.nts were too tar apart to show any positive 
results. 
The ends of each of these coercive torce specimens war~ 
prepared for metallograph1c e~nation, and found to contain 
varying amounts of pear1ite, and possibly cementite. It is 
believed that matr~ structure and segregation cast doubt on 
the results obtained in Graph 13. 
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It is be1ieved that there is a correlati.on between te~ 
per carbon nodule number and coercive force. This relation-
aMp is def'initely dependent upon the matrix structure, and 
free carbon. Graph 11 and Graph 12 are believed to support 
this relationship. More work should be done in order to veri-
ty the results as presented in this investigation. 
Photomicrographs :trom each of the groups will be found 
·ot pages 54 to 68. They are listed by groups, Fig. (la) and 
(1b) are f'rom group 1, Fig. (2a) and (2b) are gro11p 2, etc. 
The (a) photomicrographs vera sections taken from the 5/8 inch 
coercive torce specimens magnification 50X, unetched, T e (b) 
photomicrographs were taken from the test bare, at the r11pture, 
para.J.l.el. to the break. Magnification 260X, etched 8 seconds 1n 
4 'f, nita1. 
The dull grey inoJ.usions, as seen in each of the etched 
p1ates, have been ident1f'1ed as a manganese slllf'ide compound. 
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Fig. 2b 
Group 2 Specimen a 
Etched 8 sec. 4 % nital 
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Fig. 3b )Jag. 250X 
Group 3 Specimen b 
Fig. 4a 
Fig. 4b 
Group 4 Specimen a 
Group 4 Specimen a 
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Fig. 6a Mag. 50X 
Group 6 Specimen a 
Pig. 6b lllag. 250X 
Group 6 Specimen a 





Fig. 7a Mag. 50X 
Group 7 Specimen a 
Fig. 7b Mag. 250X 
Group 7 Specimen a 












Fig. 8a lfag. sox 
Group 8 Specimen a 
Fig. Sb Mag. 250;[ 
Group 8 Specimen a 
Etched 8 sec. 4% Nita1 
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Fig. ga Mag. sox 
Group 9 Specimen a 
Fig. 9b Nag. 250X 
Group 9 Specimen a 
Etched 8 sec. 4% Bita1 
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Fig. lOa Mag. ox 
Group 1.0 Specimen a 
Fig. lOb Mag. 250X 
Group 10 Specimen a 
Etched 8 sec. ~ Nital 
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Fig. lla Mag • .sox 
·Group 11 · Specimen b 
Fig. llb Mag. 250X 
Group 11 Specimen b 
Etched 8 sec. 4%. Nital 
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Fig. 12a Mag. 50X 
Group 12 Specimen· :a 
Fig. 12b Mag. 250X 
Group 12 Specimen a . 
Etched 8 sec. 4%. Nital 
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Fig. 13a Mag. SOX 
Group 13 Specimen a 
Unetched 
]'ig. 13b Mag. 250X 
Group 13 Specimen a 
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Fig. 14a Mag. sox 
Group 14 ·specimen c 
Unetohed· 
Fig. 14b :Mag. 250X 
Group 14 Specimai'l c 
Etched 8 sec. 4% Nital. 
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The character of the graphite was eepecia11y noted. Each 
nodul.e was compact and tending to approach a spheri.cal. shape. 
There were few sprav~y nodu1es, and none of the expans1ve 
finger types seen 1n some mal.l.eab~e irons appear to be present. 
It shoul.d be noted that 1n each specimen there existed nod-
Ules or varying sizes. It is believed by the writer that 
t~s relative size range, and percentage of each size present 
is o~ more 1~ortance than the actual nodu1e number; and 
this relative s~ze, and s~ze range shou1d perhaps be used 
rather than nodu~e number when comparing the mechan1ca1 and 
physical. properties o~ malleable iron. 
As the quenoh1ng rate i.noreaaed for each group, the no-
du1e s~ze became smaller. Rates greater than 0.14 resul.ted 
in fine temper carbon nodul.es in what appeared to be a char-
acteristic dendr1t1.o pattern. (Fig. 7b, 8b, 9b and ~4b). 
DeSy (3S) reported some photomi.crographs or nodul.ar iron 
(38) DeSy, Al.bert, Spherul.:lte Formation i.n Hodul.ar Cast 
Xron, Metals Progress, p. 798, June l.96l.. 
quenched early 1n the so~~d1.ficat1on stage. and, 1n each case. 
the nodu1es were present in the dendritic pattern. 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF GROUPS ~ TO ~4 
Group ~: '!he base •as cast• white iron or Group 1 woul.d 
pass the ASTM standard grade 32510. This grade shoul.d have 
a minimwm tens11e strength or 60,000 psi, mi~um yield 
point of 32,500 ps~, and an e~ongation o~ 10% or better. 
If Table B is oonsul.ted, Groap 1 has an average tensUe 
strength or 56,300 psi, yield strength of 40,300, and an el-
ongation of 10.8:'. The Vickers hardness is 129, or approx-
imately 115 Brinel.l.. The restricted elongation is due per-
haps to the 5-1~ pearlite, tor the grain size is relatively 
large, and the nodule count is between 65 and 90 depending 
on the cross section. If both the stressed and relieved 
coercive force va1ues of a representative sample rrom group 
one are considered, the bars ruptured at rul.l stress, and 
d~d not fail due to possible casting defects. 
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Groap 2: The pre-treatment (Pb .. bath at 800 F) given group 2 
did increase the nodule count by 60~. (120 nodules per sq. 
mm.) The results o'f this treatment was evident only in an 
increase in elongation of approximately 2~. Tensile and yield 
strengths remained the same. This increase in elongation is 
probably due to the increase in ferrite grain size. 
Groaps 3. 4 1 and 5: Gro11ps 3, 4, and 5 represent vario11s air 
treatments ('furnace cool, air cool, and air stream q11ench). 
~heoretical.ly it shouJ.d be expected, that the nod11le count 
w~l increase, elongation decrease, and yield and tensile 
strengths increase progressi~y rrom group 3 to 5. 
~he experimental resu~ts indicate this 1s generally true, 
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with the except :Lon of group 3, which has a hi.gher tensi1e 
strength than wou1d be pred1.cted fro t e nodul.e count. The 
eet~ted pear1ite and combined carbon are higher than the 
group 4, hence this may complicate the above re1atione~ps. 
Relative coercive force values indica te the possib11ity that 
group 4 did not rupture at the ultimate stress. 
Groups 6. 7. 8. and 9: Groups 6, 7, 8 and 9 were subjected 
to water quenc~ng pretreatments. Each at a known rate rela-
tive to group 8. Rates of quench were 0.044, 0.17, 1.0, and 
2.0 respect1ve1y. These pretreatments reeu1ted in nodu1e counts 
of 100, 4000, 8000, and 10,000 plus, nodules per square mm. 
(If any rurther work is to be done, pretreatment quenching 
rates :from 0.044 to 0.17 shou1d be used.) As the noduJ.e 
number increased, the tensile strength increased, and the 
e1ongation dropped to zero. The fracture of group 8 and 9 
bare was s~ and smooth indicating a brittle fracture. 
As was noted under· •Tensile.Strength• groupe 8 and 9 
resulted 1n erratic tensile values. The tenei1e strengths 
for Sa-37,20~, Sb-59,200, So-35,000, 9a-63,350, 9b-38,000, 
. 
9c-62,000 psi. The rate or 1o~ng for spec~en 8b, 9a, and 
9c was 2,600 1bs/~n. for specimens Sa, 8c, and 9b was 1000 
lbs/~n. hence the rate change is 2.5. Coercive ~orca va1~es 
or ~he stressed and relieved specimens :from the 3/8 inch section 
indicate specimens Sa, Be, and 9b did not rupture at ru11 stress, 
but at approximatel.y 60% of the ultimate value. :tt' 
the stressed and relieved values ror 7a, Sa, and 9a are con-
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s~dered, the d~rferent1a1 coerc~ve force ~s ~prox1matel.y 
7a-2.63, Sa-0.46, 9a-2.50. Specimen Sa ruptured at a l.ower 
stress than 7a or 9a, s~nce coercive ~orce ~e proport~ona1 to 
stress. (See Graph 10, page 27.) 
Groupe 10. 11, 12. and 13: Groups 10, 11, 12 and 13 were 
ea.bJected to quench~ ~n the same medi.wn, but the tempera-
ture to wh~ch the bars were heated before quenc~g was var-
ied. Group 6 shoul..d a1so be considered here, ror water at 
212 P vas used as ~ ts quenching medi.wn. The heat~ng tempera-
tures (:r) were as :tollovs, Gp. l.Q-1700. Op. ll-1600, Gp. 6-1500, 
Gp. 12-13E50 (approx1mate17 AJ.), Gp. 13-1200 (be1ow the A].). 
'!he nod.Ue oolUlte were 180, 135, 100, 75, and eo nodlll.es per 
sq. mm respect~ vel.y. ~he nodul.e co11nt ~a d~rectl.y propor-
t~ona1 to the temperatare to vhj.ch the bars were subJected. 
Group 13 1e the except~on. TMs group was hel.d bel.ow the AJ.• 
and reeul.ted 1n e. nodul..e count approx1matel.y the same a s the 
base bars o-r Groop 1. 
The tens~1e strength or group 10 bars was not as great 
as vou1d be expected, due to the character o-r the nodul.es. 
(See 1'~. l.Oa and l.Ob, page 63.) Zt was noted that these 
nodll1ee tended to be more open and apraw11.ng than others 1D 
th~e series. 'rhls i.e be11eved to be due to the Ingber quenoh-
1ng tempera.tl.lre. 
Group 14: Group 14 vas pretreated a an o1.1 quench be:tore 
annea:L1ng. The reeul.t1ng nodlll.e count was 250 nodul.es per sq. 
mm. 'rhe tens~1e strength :tor the bare o:t thls group ~s be-
l.~eved to be l.ow, this vas substantiated by the coero1.ve :torce 
tests. Note the sma11 d1"r:terent~al. from stressed to rel.~eved. 
A1so ~~ Fig. 14a and b are oons~dered, ~t can be seen that 
the nodu1es of Speo~en 14c tend to ~orm defin~te patterns, 
and gro11pings. At 1ow power thi.s pattern appears to be den-
dritic in form. Zt read11y·can be seen that these atringers 
oo~J.d present p1anes ot weakness ~the cross section (Just 
as graphi.te ~1akes do in grey iron). Xf this were so, the 
e1ongat1.on shoul.d be 1ow. The e1ongation for the test bars 
o~ the group are as follows, 6.5%, 4.0~, and 8.5%. 
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From the prece~ng discussion of spec1~ic pb7s1oa1 and 
mechan1.ca1 properties of the various groups, it i.e evident 
that temper carbon nodul.e nwnber is a f"actor in determining 
the physica1 and mechan1.ca1 properties of mal J eabl.e 1ron, 
however 1.t 1.s not the onl.y con~roll~g factor. Ferr ite gra~ 
size and percent pearJ.~te must a1so be considered. 
As the temper carbon nodu1e nwmber increases, the fer-
ri.te grain size decreases. Xt has been reported, (39 fer-
(39) Edwards, C.A., and. FeU, L.B., Ferr~te, Journa1 J:ron 
Stee1 J:nst., Vol.. 112, p. 129, 1925. 
rite tens11e strength may vary from 20,000 psi for a s1ng1e 
grain, to 42,500 psi. tor very rine ferrite (200 grains per 
sq. mm). A difference of 20,000 psi due to grain size al.one. 
As nodule number decreases, the rate or grap~ti.zation 
in anneal.1ng a1so dec eases, hence the percentage of pearl.-
1te may tend to 1.ncrease if the annealing cyc1e is hel.d con-
, 
stant. 
Graph 14: In an attempt to corre1ate these various factors, 
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It is a composite pl.ot of tensi1e strength and e1ongation ver-
sus the ~errite grain size and nodu1e nwmber at di~~erent per-
centages o~ pear1~te. 
From this e:xper1menta1 pl.ot, the fol.1ow1ng re1at1onsh1ps 
were observed: consider~ng 0 ~ pearl.ite, (100~ ferrite) --
as the temper carbon nodu1e number increases, the tens11e 
strength increases and the el.ongation decreases. 8,000 no-
du1es per sq. mm resu1ts in an ~crease of 4,000 psi in ten-
sil.e strength, however the el.ongation is decreased to zero. 
10,000 nodul.ee per sq. mm causes an increase in tens11e strength 
of 7,000 psi. It should be noted that in each case the ~er­
rite grain size decreased as the nodu1e number increased. Ho-
du1e count appeared to be the prime ~actor for ~e increase o~ 
strength, with the ferrite grain size exert ing a secondary 
infl.uence. T~s he1d ~or 100% ferrite on1y. 
With 5 to 15~ pearl.ite, nodul.e nwmber did not appear to 
be the controlling factor, but the ~errite grain size wou1d 
seem to have had a greater in~1uence on the strength. El.onga-
tion was approXimatel.y constant for the nodu1e range tested 
(90 to 180 nodul.es per sq. mm) 
The 30 to 40 % pearl.ite range showed an increase ~ 
strang~ proportional. t~ the ~errite grain size, and not the 
nodul.e number. Specimens 3 and 5 indicated there was a de~i­
nite increa se in strengt due to nodu1e count, but Specimens 
12 and 3 tended to disprove t~s assumpt~on. One poseibl.e exp1an-
at1on of this was found in reference to Jol.y•s (4 0) symposium 
(40) Jo1y, G., op. cit., p. 12. 
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work on -lleabl.e iron (See graph No. 2, page 14). Joly 
tested 82 bars 1n each series, and ~ound there was a spread 
or tensile strengths ~or the overall test group. Bote the 
overlap o~ the l.ow nodu1e count group j.n:to the :.mnge o~ the 
high nodule count group. Bence it would be possible to 
break a. ~ew bars in each series, and obtain the same tensile 
strengths :tor one having :tew nodules as for one ha:ying ~ 
nodules. It i.s even probable, that the tensile strength o:t 
the low nodule count series cou1d be greater than ~or the ' 
higher nodule count series. 
It was noticed in Graph 14 1 that there was a possible 
overlap of test specimens containing 90, 135, and 4000 temper 
carbon nodules per sq. mm. Also two groups, (one , Gp. 5-140 
nodu1es per sq. mm, and the other, Gp. 9-10,000 nodules per 
sq. nm) represented the maximum tensile strengths obt ... ined in 
this investigation. Group 5 bad 30 to 40 % pearlite, group 9 
was 1.00 ~ :terri.tio. 
!rhe percent el.onsation o:t the 30 to 40 % pearli.te series 
decreased as the ~errite grain size decreases, and not in rela-
tion to the relative nodul.e number. 
The position c4 Group 14 (250 nodules per sq. mm) shoul.d 
be noted in that it is unique in exhibiting 1ow tensile 
strength. Considering the nodule count, and ferrite grain 
size, thi.s group shoul.d have ruptured about 57 to 58,000 psi. 
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OOliCLUSIOBS 
l.. The temper carbon nodu1e number rrsy be varied by ther-
mal pretreatment. A variat:Lon of nodule number has been ach-
ieved 1n this 1nvest1.gation, w:Lth a :renge of :from 66 to 250, 
and 4,000 to 10 ,000 temper carbon nodu1es bei.ns used in the 
experiment. 
2. There exists a de:tinite relationship between temper 
carbon nodul. e number, f'errite grain size, tensile strength 
and elongation. Th:Ls rel.ationship :Ls most pronounced in 10~ 
ferritic malleable iron. Temper carbon nodule number does 
not appear to be a prime f'aotor in controlling the tensile 
strength as the percent pearl.ite in the matrix is increased. 
3. This 1nvest~t1on has shown that it :1s more ·reliable 
to use temper carbon nodule size, and size distribution, in-
stead o:t Temper oar bon noduJ. e number when rel.ating physical 
and meoban1cal. properties. 
4. Coercive f'orce values have suoceasful.ly been used to 
indicate strength (tens:Lle strength) correlations between the 
various sroups of mal.leable iron. It is possible to predict 
1:t the tensUe strength, :round in testing a set of tensUe 
test bars is the ultimate stress wh:Lch the metal oan inherently' 
wi.thstend, the failure may have been caused by a mechanical de-
fect. This property bas been :found to be insensitive to the 
matrix structure o:t the malleable cast iron. 
5. Ooeroive force va1ues have a1so been used to estiuate 
the temper carbcn nodu1e count in a group of test specimens, 
varying in cou.at from 66 to 250 nodules per sq. DJn. ' 1here 
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appears to be a discontinuity in the coercive force values 
re1at1ve to nodUle - coun~ at approximately 250 to 300 temper 
carbon no -ulea per sq. mm. ~is relationship bas been found 
to be s·ensitive to matrix structure of the ma:Lleable iron. 
5. It is believed the quenching media used introduced a 
variable into this investigation. Any :turther work should be 
acoomp1ished by using the same type or class of media. 
6. J.i'orty two bars were tested, and eaoh group contained 
but three bars. The limitations due to this smal.l number is 
tully reali~ed. It is believed more work will have to be 
done to substantiate the coercive f'oroe - temper carbon nodul.e 
number relationship. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FU~HEF WORE 
1. T~s work shou1d possib1y be repeated using sa1t 
baths at various temperatures as the quenc~ng medium~ in 
this way the different quenching rates wi11 be achie~ed. 
2. A uniform set or spec~ens approx1mate1y 0.35 inches 
~ diameter, and 1.475 inches 1ong shou1d be obtained from 
the Chicago M811eab1e Co. These ehou1d be pretreated to 
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vary the temper carbon nodu1e count, then annea1ed to 100~ 
ferrite. Coercive force readings cou1d be obtained ~rom 
these specimens, ~th no special machining. In this way ~ni­
m~ stress w111 be present, and a true re1ation between the 
temper carbon nodu1e count and coercive force cou1d be had. 
3. Further work should be done varying the percent pear1-
1te present, for no commero1a1 ma11eab1e iron castings are en-
tire1y rree from it, due to variation in size o~ sed1on. 
4. I~ poss1b1e the physica1 properties or identical matrix 
structures or a ma11eab1e iron, and a p1ain carbon stee1 
shou1d be compared. Using erhaps 100% ferrite, 5-10% pearlite, 
3Q-40~ pear1ite, and 75 to 100~ pearlite. 
APPENDIX 
Po11s~ng Technique ue~ng diamond dust 
Di.amond dust .1n a vehic1e can be used in the metal.~ograplUo 
# 
1aboratory 1n p1ace or the other common po1ishing compounds 
w1. thout the usual. s1owness and dirt that accompanies carbor-
undLtm and a1Ulld.na.. Its most important teature 1n po11sh1.ng 
duplex structures sLtch as ma11eab1e ~on, grey iron, eto. is 
that when us1.ng a. short nap c1oth • .it does not tend to pul.1 




First step; Prepare a. f1at sur~ace on the specimen w~th 
coarse paper or whee1. The writer Ltsed 180 grit wheel, and 
papers 1, 2, and 0. The usLtal precautions, such as washing 
the specimen and hands between papers, should be observed. The 
most important point, is 11ght pressure at a11 times. Do not 
push the specimen 1nto the wheel or papers. 
Second step: (F~st diamond wheel). Be sure the speci-
men has been washed we11. betore starting on the diamond wheels. 
This whee1 is to have a canvas o1oth whi.oh bas been pre-
shrunk to t1 t. To this whee1 put a sma11 amount (in smal.1 
amounts around the outside quarter) of the red d.1amond dust, 
Ro. 30, (After the wbee1 has been coated we11 the first time 
1ess dLtst w111 be required for the next specimens.) Spread 
the dust ~th the finger and t~ the wheel at its 1owest 
speed. App1y the specimen at 90 degrees trom the direction 
which it was prev1ous1y polished on the paper or initia1 
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grinder. Ap ly a steady force, examining the surface until. 
the specimen becomes shiny, and no more right angle scratches 
are present. Then add small amounts of water until the speci-
men becomes more shiny (polished). 
W ,...H THOROUGHLY WITH ALCOHOL BEFORE GOING TO THE NEXT 
WBEE.L, TO REMOVE ALL T.d.ACES OF THE GREASE FROM THE VEHICLE 
IN THE DIAMOND DUS'l'. 
Third step: (Second wheel) This wheel should have a 
pre-shrunk miorocloth, upon which is put a small amount o~ 
the yellow diamond dust, No. 3. Polish at 90 degrees from 
the first shee1 and continue in the same manner as 1n the se-
cond step, having the wheel at the lowest speed. WASH THO-
ROUGLY, ETC. 
Fourth step: (Third wheel) This wheel also has a pre-
shrunk m:icroc1oth, miracloth, or an airplane silk cloth, up-
on which has been put a very small amount of the Ivory dia-
mond dust, No. 1. Polish in a direction 90 degrees from the 
second wheel and continue in the same manner as before hav-
ing the wheel at its lowest speed. Polish until a mirror 
finish has been obtained. Very little pressure is needed on 
this final step. 
Some Pertinent Notes 
Some specimens may be polished after the third step; if 
so, do no use the fourth step. 
If possible keep the cloths damp but not wet during pol-
ishing. 
Very little time is needed on each wheel, to accomplish 
the polishing. 
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~ the three dusts, the Yellow Bo. :5 :ls the working dust, 
and oareh1 attent:lon to thi.s wheel. (polishing technique) wll1 
y:lel.d exce11ent results. 
Diamet-~rez ~l.uid or Carbon Tetracb1or1.de may be used 
as a lubricant. 
other lubricants are o11.Te oil., peanut oU, o11 o~ lav-
ender, and mineral. oils o-r d~erent v1.scosit:1es. 
Diamond-~rez dusts are suspended in mineral. oils. 
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